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a b s t r a c t

Video sharing websites have recently become a tremendous video source, which is easily accessible with-
out any costs. This has encouraged researchers in the action recognition field to construct action database
exploiting Web sources. However Web sources are generally too noisy to be used directly as a recognition
database. Thus building action database from Web sources has required extensive human efforts on man-
ual selection of video parts related to specified actions. In this paper, we introduce a novel method to
automatically extract video shots related to given action keywords from Web videos according to their
metadata and visual features. First, we select relevant videos among tagged Web videos based on the rel-
evance between their tags and the given keyword. After segmenting selected videos into shots, we rank
these shots exploiting their visual features in order to obtain shots of interest as top ranked shots. Espe-
cially, we propose to adopt Web images and human pose matching method in shot ranking step and show
that this application helps to boost more relevant shots to the top. This unsupervised method of ours only
requires the provision of action keywords such as ‘‘surf wave’’ or ‘‘bake bread’’ at the beginn ing. We have
made large-scale experiments on various kinds of human actions as well as non-human actions and
obtained promising results.

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The explosion of the Internet as well as the rising need of shar-
ing information between people on the Internet has made it a huge
and unstoppably growing data source. People upload to the Inter-
net every kind of data including images, music and videos. You-
Tube is one of the most popular video sharing websites which
allow people to easily upload their own videos and access to those
of others. By using Web API like YouTube API, we can obtain a large
number of videos of various topics from Web sources without any
difficulties. Especially, many of the topics are related to human and
human actions; therefore, there is an increasing tendency for ac-
tion recognition researchers to construct human action database
exploiting Web videos.

When users upload their videos, they usually attach to the vid-
eos keywords called as ‘‘tags’’- useful metadata for video retrieval.
However, in general, tags are annotated to the whole video se-
quence, not to specific scenes. Therefore, it cannot be determined
which tag corresponds to which part of the video. For example,
some videos tagged ‘‘eat’’ might include not only the eating scene
but also such other scenes as entering restaurants, ordering foods,

or drinking something (see Fig. 1). People who want to search for
eating scenes have to manually skip the scenes of no interest while
carefully watching the whole video. This manual search makes
Web videos based database construction for specific actions be-
come a very troublesome and time-consuming task.

In this paper, we propose a new method to automatically ex-
tract from tagged Web videos relevant video shots of specific ac-
tions using metadata as well as visual context of these videos.
Note that video shots here refer to small fragments of a video ob-
tained by separating it at each point of a scene or camera change.
Our unsupervised method requires only the provision of action
keywords at the beginning. As for keywords, we mainly focus on
words related to human actions. Our list of human action key-
words contains sport activities such as ‘‘serve volleyball’’ or ‘‘row
dumbbell’’ as well as activities of daily living like ‘‘shave mustache’’
and ‘‘tie shoelace’’. The list also includes some music related activ-
ities like ‘‘play trumpet’’ and ‘‘dance flamenco’’ or emotion related
activities like ‘‘slap face’’ and ‘‘cry’’ as the consequence of ‘‘being
angry’’ and ‘‘being sad’’ respectively. Moreover, we also tried sev-
eral non-human actions such as ‘‘flowers bloom’’ or ‘‘leaves fall’’.
We want to demonstrate that our proposed system can be applied
to extract relevant video shots of various types of actions from the
Web.

If video shots corresponding to any ‘‘action verb’’ can be ac-
quired automatically from unconstrained videos like Web videos,
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we can build easily training database for action recognition. So far,
as mentioned above, the construction of action training data has
been known as exceptionally expensive work, which is totally dif-
ferent from building object recognition database. In fact, while ob-
ject recognition categorizes up to 10,000 objects, the largest widely
used action recognition dataset includes only 51 human action cat-
egories [1]. On the other hand, by applying our method, video shots
associated with unlimited types of actions can be easily collected
from Web sources. Although a few modest manual scanning may
still be needed to use these video shots as training data for action
recognition, there is no doubt that human effort can be signifi-
cantly reduced in comparison to fully manual database construc-
tion. In addition, the proposed method can be applied to improve
Web video searching and tagging.

Our main idea is at first, selecting relevant videos among thou-
sands of Web videos for specified action and then, extracting the
most related shots from selected videos. The video selection step
is based on our assumption that videos tagged with many relevant
words have high probability of being relevant videos so they
should be selected. For the extraction of corresponding shots, we
apply an efficient unsupervised ranking method called VisualRank
[2]. We made large-scale experiments on 100 human action key-
words and 12 non-human action keywords. The experimental re-
sults reflect the effectiveness of our system as we achieved high
precision for many keywords. Note that here precision is consid-
ered as the percentage of relevant shots among top ranked 100
shots (Precision@100).

Furthermore, we proposed to take still Web images correspond-
ing to given actions into account, with the intuition that the shots
with more similarity to related action images have higher proba-
bility of being relevant shots, thus they should be biased in shot
ranking. In fact, recent works [3–6] show that action recognition
exploiting still images is possible. We collect images related to
the given actions automatically via Web image search engines
based only on provided keywords and measure visual resem-
blances between video shots and selected images. Shots with high-
er similarity scores will have higher chance to be ranked to the top.
Note that these Web images involved processes also do not require
any supervision, therefore the automaticity of the whole frame-
work can be preserved. We verify the efficiency of introducing
Web images by applying Web images exploited framework on 28
human actions and 8 non-human actions with precision achieved
by original framework respectively lower than 20% and 15%. The
results demonstrate that exploiting Web action images can signif-
icantly improve the performance of the original system.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) a practical system of automatic construction of an action video
shot database consisting of tag-based video selection from a large
number of tagged videos, and visual-feature-based shot selection
using VisualRank extended with novel and effective settings of
non-uniform damping vector, and (2) large-scale experiments on
100 categories of human action and 12 categories of non-human
action to verify the efficiency of each step of the pipeline as well
as the whole system.

This manuscript is the expansion of our previous conference pa-
pers [7,8]. We made several modifications in the algorithm over
the previous version and obtained significant improvements in
the results. We introduce an extension to our approach that inte-
grates pose feature into shot-image similarity measurement (Sec-
tion 4), as well as new results of the improved system (Section 5).

2. Related work

In this section, we refer to some related works on action recog-
nition, Web image mining, tag ranking and cross-media retrieval.

2.1. Action recognition

For the past five years, spatio-temporal (ST) features which de-
scribe both spatial and temporal description of movement, and
their bag-of-features (BoF) representation, due to their effective-
ness, have been exploited by many researches on human action
recognition and content-based video analysis. By using BoF of ST
features, action recognition problem can be almost regarded as
the same problem as object recognition except for feature extrac-
tion process.

One of recent works which adopt this methodology is Jones
et al.’s work [9]. The novelty in their work is that the results are re-
fined based on users’ relevance feedback following previous works
in the image domain.

Nevertheless, the BoF model suffers from some limitations, one
of which is the loss of some discriminative information in both spa-
tial and temporal dimensions. As one of other effective models of
human action recognition, a dense representation proposed by
Zhen et al. [10] takes into account the motion and structure infor-
mation simultaneously. In this work, high dimensional features are
first extracted and then embedded into a compact and discrimina-
tive representation by discriminative locality alignment (DLA)
method. On the other hand, instead of using all frames in the video
sequence, Liu et al. [11] proposed to learn the most representative
frames called as key frames by AdaBoost algorithm and represent
action by the probabilistic distribution and temporal relationships
of these frames.

The above mentioned works aimed to label to the whole con-
tent of each test video sequence one of the pre-defined categories,
while our objective is to search among a large number of Web vid-
eos for only video parts which are associated with the given key-
words. Moreover, while our proposed system is unsupervised, all
of the above works apply supervised learning method which
implements Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as the final classifi-
ers. SVM is widely used in computer vision and machine learning
in general and pattern recognition in particular.

Beside the supervised methods, there have been several
attempts in unsupervised action recognition. Niebles et al. [12] cat-
egorized action videos in KTH datasets and their original ice-skating
video data adopting the PLSA model. Niebles et al. [13] also
proposed a method to extract human action sequences from

Fig. 1. A video obtained by searching with ‘‘eat sushi’’ keyword on YouTube. It contains scenes of interest (scenes with green bounding box) describing ‘‘eat sushi’’ action as
well as irrelevant scenes (scenes with red bounding box) describing actions of entering restaurant, ordering sushi and drinking tea (respectively from the left to the right).
Researchers who need only training data for ‘‘eat sushi’’ action must watch the whole video carefully to find its relevant scenes. Extracting relevant scenes in an unsupervised
way is the purpose of this paper. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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